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Norsca is being overtaken by the invading Elden hordes. Thousands of soldiers from all over the
Lands Between are marching toward the ancestral homelands of the Norscan people. During the war
against the Elden, you take the role of a leader of the Norse race who has lost everything. Rescued

from the struggle, you are thrust into a new world: the war-torn Lands Between. There, you are given
command of a remnant Norse army as they attempt to fight back against the invading Elden hordes.
Your goal is to lead the people you have left to the ancestral homelands. The story will follow your

fate as you fight to reclaim your home from the invading Elden. ABOUT ELDEN RISING Fight the
Elden horde single-player in the beginning of the saga. Elden Rising takes place 1 year after the

Norscan people were vanquished by the invading Elden. You must help the Norscan people to rebuild
their nation. After learning that the invading Elden are heading for the ancestral homelands of the
Norscan people, you are given command of a remnant Norse army as they attempt to fight back
against the invading Elden. Ascend to the peak of the highlands. Pursue peace and order in the

western districts. Reclaim the ancestral homelands of the Norscan people. Fight the invading Elden
horde in the game's single-player campaign, and in multiplayer, and unite the various factions in
order to win the Norsca war. How to Play It is possible to play the game in 2 ways: normal or free
mode. Gameplay Modes • Normal Mode: The basic version of the game that you can play in your

everyday life. There are no character creation options or tutorial, but the game helps you unlock all
the items, abilities, and items. When you leave free mode and enter normal mode, you'll obtain a

game configuration window that you can change (rank, items, abilities, etc). • Free Mode: This mode
is exactly the same as the normal mode, except it can be used with no items or abilities. Quick Tips •
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Always store items at your base camp to be able to equip them during combat. • It is always
necessary to assign a mount with the GM, as it helps you much when traveling. Once your mount

Features Key:
Type-driven, text-based adventure RPG

Intelligent character development mechanics
Multiple paths: story or combat

Fantastic world with one of the largest battle maps in a graphical RPG
An epic duel: easy to start easy to win or difficult to lose

Simple possession: acquire relevant items with ease
Upgraded inventory: equip the items you want

Why should I play Elden Ring:

Let's see what they have to say:

Square Enix Official Website
Eurogamer's review of the game
Kotaku Australia's review of the game
Chudotv's opinion

Hannu Takka: "I've been playing RPGs for so long that I feel the game will shock players. Elder Scrolls
Online and Final Fantasy XIV are magnificent titles, but their playerbase is limited to a few people. So far,
they have already attracted a niche; I wanted to create such a game for this present and future. I put a lot of
thought into the combat."

"Wakfu is a tiny digital island, which is a place of immense size. There are mountains and valleys, enormous
monsters, and the vast number of features that players demand. It was time to create a whole new world."
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○Up to 4 players can take on the role of an Elden Lord(Available in ranked matches only) ○Two
players can play in the same account with the game’s Buddy Switching function ○Character design
and crafting of equipment can be freely changed with the Free Equipment Change function ○Select a
weapon type for yourself. Choose your weapon type to be the one that suits your play style ○When
defeating enemies, experience will rise in a linked manner. The higher your experience, the more
equipment you will get when defeating enemies. Rewards for defeating high-level enemies
accumulate over time and items can be earned ○A variety of quests will let you seek high-level
equipment and achieve the highest level. Select any of the quests to enjoy the new story that
unfolds and live the fantasy of becoming an Elden Lord ○Set a password and go to a dungeon at any
time on the same account to go there and enjoy its effects ○A party system that encourages mutual
cooperation. Have a party with other players and embark on a quest together, earning experience
and money together in the process ○Revising the character system, we have plans to further
introduce more powerful characters ○Evolving in the adventure of "Lands Between," we plan to
further introduce more dungeons with various designs ○Players in the same party will go through a
seamless experience, and can even take their time to enjoy the view. In addition to the main party,
other characters will join you, and you will be able to enjoy the fun of exploring with your buddies
○Lets you enter the Land Between and go to dungeons that have never been seen before
○Increasing of the field that you can explore through the use of different equipment. Development
of the 3D action elements that will enrich the graphics • The story of the Lands Between The Lands
Between is a world with various different elements. A world where things have mingled over time. A
world in which time is a resource that can be used to create things. To be returned to the past, to be
placed in a different position, it is necessary to pay an offer price. • The 3D action elements In
addition to the land where the humans and monsters roam, the world of the Lands Between has a 3D
action gameplay, adding a new element that has been requested by many of our players. ○Create
various monsters on the road between towns ○Give
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What's new in Elden Ring:

This game was forged from the dreams of the talented creators
of Dengeki Bunko: Powerful Magia on "Altair," and is a
masterpiece of collaboration that seamlessly draws upon the
unique appeal of each game. With the circumstances and
situation of Hoshimusume which arose from the collaboration,
the game gained a completely new premise.
The Large and Prospetive World of the Forsaken Territories is
an RPG genre fantasy world with a grand scale in which there is
a vast – full of excitement – land of open fields, which seems
boring, but in fact is a domain filled with all kinds of dreadful
monsters. But to uncover the secrets of the new fantasy world
is a life of danger and peril, the battlefield will test your
strength and endurance to endure various situations and the
like. In addition, the new fantasy world of Openfields has a high-
definition and is filled with various elements of unparalleled
variety from giant shields to a class that summons a dragon.
And thanks to the animations that surpass the realistic
degrees, the atmosphere has never been so immersive.

Features, graphics, and sound of the Gifusetsu Hoshimusume
collaboration, which was cut to the depth of the image.

● Features and Gameplay
■ The Historiographic engine in which the game world is
recreated.
With various design solutions by Yamada and Yamada including
the content of the open fields and variations in the design,
there are about 8000 square kilometers of lands in the
Forgotten Territories map, which is twice as large as the
previous game version. Also, the seamless transition between
the open fields changes in part-time to leave behind a strong
sense of mystery. In addition, the maps are very detailed, so
monsters and monsters are lined up in formations. In addition,
various monsters have their own strong point. ■ Character
Design Since Before
Supports the character of all the items that came in the game
free of charge such as from the first game. Characters are of no
particular body part, but as your own character, you can freely
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create a character with the feel of your own characteristics and
personality. And power, magic, and the sense of adventure are
increased. In addition, since the scan data is used for
modification, you can freely do mods in the game. ■ Character
Control
The real-time action RPG
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System Requirements:

Microsoft Windows 7 or above (including 8 or 8.1) Internet Explorer 10 or above, Mozilla Firefox and
Google Chrome Supported OS: Windows 7 / 8 / 8.1 / 10 Sound card DirectX 9.0c or later Storage
(Approximately 10GB free space) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo Memory: 2GB Graphics: Intel HD 3000
or newer Additional Notes: LIVE LEAGUE GAMING PRO
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